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Beginning at a pipe at the Southeast corner of this lot, the Northeast corner of Lot 26-A (Grant 9107 to John Palaile) and on the West side of an 80 foot road, the coordinates of said point of beginning referred to Government Survey Triangulation Station "Puu o Kali" being 4686.40 feet South and 17517.88 feet West as shown on Government Survey Registered Map 3005 and running by azimuths measured clockwise from true South:

1. 92° 35' 1676.4 feet along Lot 26-A (Grant 9107 to John Palaile);
2. 164° 40' 824.9 feet along Lot 25-B (Grant 10071 to Wm. Kuana, Jr.);
3. 272° 15' 1484.0 feet along Lot 24-A to a pipe;
4. 333° 14' 910.4 feet along West side of an 80 foot road to the point of beginning.
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Compiled from survey by
F.H.Kanahele and Govt.
Survey records, by

James M. Dunn
Assistant Cadastral Engineer
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Note: - This description was compiled from a resurvey of Kamaole Homesteads by F.H.Kanahele in Nov. 1936, subsequent to the issuance of Gr. 10383 to Wm. Kuana Sr.